MINIBLAZE MB25L

VF150

AJP40

Single stage, fire fighting pump.
2.5hp 4-stroke Loncin engine.

Domestic drainage,
submersible pump.

Automatic garden pressure
pump.

NEW

FLOTEC
AUTOJET & MULTIMAX

HOMEMASTER
JMM100

Ηigh performance compact
automatic jet pumps with
electronic control ideal for
irrigating lawns and garden beds,
washing cars and outdoor areas.

Domestic moulded jet pressure system.

6x

ONGA ENVIROMASTER
VARIABLE SPEED HOME
PRESSURE SYSTEM
The Onga Enviromaster is an energy
efficient, variable speed, low
noise pump that easily
handles the demands of a
rural or urban household.
Single phase, 900 Watts.

ONGA JSK SERIES
PRESSURE PUMPS

ONGA JSP SERIES JET
PRESSURE SYSTEMS

Reliable, high quality automatic
pumps with pressure tank, ideal for
households, to irrigate lawns and
flower beds, wash decks and outdoor areas and fill empty reservoirs.

Automatic, constant pressure
household water supply with high
suction lift. Ideal for households, to
irrigate lawns and flower beds, wash
decks and outdoor areas.

ONGA SMHP SERIES MULTISTAGE PRESSURE SYSTEMS
Highly efficient automatic pressure systems. The perfect household pressure
pumpsthat provide solutions for average homes right up to the largest applications.

SOUTHERN CROSS CBI SS
MULTISTAGE PRESSURE SYSTEMS
Stainless steel pressure pump. Ideal for
household, garden, lawns, irrigation and
most domestic water supply jobs

4x

10 x

CBI 2-30PT8

$778

CBI 2-40PT18

$1010

CBI 2-50PT18

$1230

CBI 2-60PT18

$1344

CBI 4-40PT18

$1070

CBI 4-50PT18

$1504

CBI 4-60PT18

$1759

ONGA DOMINATOR 75/56
WATER PRESSURE SYSTEM inc
MINIPRESS
A submersible
pressure pump that
provides solutions
for any home water
pressure applications.

RRP

$1455

$880

ONGA TANKBUDDY
SUBMERSIBLE HOME PRESSURE
SYSTEM inc MINIPRESS
The Onga Tankbuddy is a submersible
pressure pump that
provides solutions
for any home water
pressure applications.

$585
$605
$740
$770
$685
$790
$930

CBI 2-30PC15

$792

CBI 2-40PC15

$1000

CBI 2-50PC15

$1197

CBI 2-60PC22

$1344

CBI 4-30PC15

$1361

CBI 4-40PC15

$1456

CBI 4-50PC22

$1504

CBI 4-60PC22

$1759

$555
$585
$699
$730
$599
$655
$760
$899

STA-RITE CSM SERIES CAST
IRON SUMP PUMPS
These cast iron
submersible sump pumps
are built to withstand
the most testing of
conditions. Durability and
reliability across de-watering,
drainage, water treatment
and sewerage applications.

SIMER PUMP
A robust submersible utility
pump for draining cellars,
flat roofs or swimming pools.
Removes unwanted water
level of just 2 mm.

JUNG RANGE
SUBMERSIBLE
VORTEX SUMP
PUMPS
From domestic to
industrial Jung UK
& US series have a
pump for you. Built
with moulded, castiron, and stainless
steel construction
enabling the Jung
to thrive in the
toughest of Australian
conditions. The
FLUTBOX helps
people that are
affected by flood
water, to react quickly.

US62ES

$828

US75ES

$958

US102ES

$897

US103ES

$963

US105ES

$1009

US73HES

$1078

US103HES

$1155

$570
$645
$599
$650
$740
$820
$821

U3KS

$364

U3KS Special

$409

U5KS

$429

U6KS

$487

$259
$289
$309
$359

SINGLE STAGE

ONGA BLAZEMASTER
A range of pumps designed specifically for fire
fighting. Driven by engines from Honda & Briggs & LCT65VR - ENGINE DRIVEN
Stratton, these pumps are highly reliable, durable PORTABLE TRANSFER PUMP
MINIBLAZE HOSE KIT
and efficient.
The MiniBlaze is perfect
Is an excellent pump for versatile use,
in situations where there
perfect for high capacity water and
is isolation from electrical
chemical transfer, in addition to pumping
power.
corrosive *chemicals, with 2” suction and
discharge ports. Powered by a reliable
Loncin 6.5HP EPA lll engine. Lightweight
and easy to handle, this pump functions
very economically and is fitted with a roll
frame for stability. Suitable Applications:
ONGA BLAZEMASTER TWIN
Water transfer, Chemical transfer, Liquid
E
AG
ST
IN
TW
fertilizer transfer, Tank filling
Twin impeller for high pressure
applications. When you need the extra
pressure to get the job done.

BLAZEMASTER
B48Y

Single stage, fire
fighting pump. Yanmar
diesel engine.

STANDARD KIT INCLUDES:

- Blazemaster pump with:
B&S 6Hp, Honda GX200 6.5Hp petrol
engines or Yanmar diesel engines.
- Suction and discharge hose.
- 400 litre tank.
- Tool kit.
- Barrel fire nozzle.

GP960 ENGINEMASTER
TRANSFER PUMP

*standard kit

ONGA FIREPOD FIRE
PROTECTION TANK KIT
Your mobile ally against ember attack! Also
suitable for water transfer, travelling irrigators,
dust suppression.
B48Y400HR & B65H400HR
models include fire hose reel.

The Onga Enginemaster GP960 is a
high volume 3” unit that can pump
more than 1000 litres per minute.
B65H400HR B48Y400HR

AQUAPACK PLUS STEEL DIAPHRAGM
PRESSURE TANKS
A comprehensive range of steel diaphragm pressure tanks designed to meet
various water reservoir and energy saving needs.

ONGA OJ700 - OJ800 FARM WATER
PRESSURE SYSTEMS
The Onga Farmmaster OJ SERIES offers
high performance, efficiency and is ideal
for stock watering, irrigation, water
transfer from dams, creeks, wells &
bores. Inc. APP tank, SW Injector. Single
phase,1800 Watts & 2800 Watts.

PRESS CONTROL AUTOMATIC
WATER PRESSURE CONTROL
WITH LEADS
A dependable, reliable and high
performance automatic controller for
household pressure systems.

ONGA JJ400 - JJ600 FARM
WATER PRESSURE SYSTEMS
Ideal for stock watering, irrigation,
water transfer from dams, creeks,
wells and bores. Inc. APP tank, SW
injector. Single phase, 750 to 1100
watts.

ONGA HIGH PRESSURE VESSELS
The Onga high pressure vessels are high in quality, and deliver high performance
at high pressure. These tanks are also easier to upkeep especially when needing to
remove and replace the bladder, which can be done without disassembly, saving cost
on servicing. Available in a range of sizes from 20 – 200 litres for applications such
as: hydronic heating systems, water hammer arrestor systems and fire protection
systems. Max. pressure rating – 1600 kPa - Watermark approved

NEW

ONGA PANTERA HIGH
PERFORMANCE POOL
PUMPS
2x SPEED

The Onga Pantera pool pumps are high performance
pumps with 5 levels of corrosion resistance to ensure long
service for your pool. – Single phase, 550 to 1500 Watt

RRP

wler!

h Pro
FREE Caddy Cart with eac
5
Valued at $26

$792

$399

RRP

$978

$599

SF1105

AVAILABLE FROM:

Century
Rain

Irrigation & Pump Specialists
PMS 320
Pantone Blue 072
PMS 354

The Water Professionals

